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Abstract
This paper raises questions about the ontology of the Afrikaner leadership in the 1914 Boer
Rebellion. There has been a tendency to portray the rebel leadership in terms of monolithic
Republicans, followed by those who shared their dedication to returning the state to the old Boer
republics. Discussions of the Rebellion have not focused on the interaction between leadership
and rank and file, at least in part because this relationship has been obscured by Republican
mythology which insists on the egalitarianism of the Boer commando. This paper attempts both to
establish the ambitions of the leaders for going into rebellion and the motivations of the men who
followed them. It traces the political and economic changes that came with union and
industrialization, and seeks to establish why some influential men felt increasingly alienated from
the new form of state structure while their fellows adapted to it. The old republican state had
worked on a system of local, elected patriarchs – a personal, individualistic hierarchy. The polity
had initially harnessed that personal power, using it to administer the young state. After an assault
on the ontology of leadership during Reconstruction and Unification in 1910 this system began to
‘modernise’ – institutionalising, bureaucratizing and becoming increasingly impersonal, thereby
alienating erstwhile leaders. To ascertain why these leaders were followed, the discussion looks at
Republican hierarchy and the ideology of patriarchy upon which it was based. The paper discusses
the circumscribed but significant role of women in the Rebellion. Finally, this paper shows that
the leadership that was the backbone of the Rebellion was fien-de-siecle. After the Rebellion, there
was change in the ontology of leadership – a change in both the people who were leaders and the
manner in which they lead. Increasingly, leadership was re-formed along constitutional partypolitical lines, with only occasional deviations. This article seeks to contribute to a wider
understanding of the history of leadership in South Africa, entangled in the identity dynamics of
masculinity, class and race interests.
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‘Men of Influence’ - the ontology of leadership in
the 1914 Boer Rebellion
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Man, I can guess at nothing. Each man must think for himself. For
myself, I will go where my General goes.
Japie Krynauw (rebel).2

In 1914 there was a rebellion against the young South African state. In the rural backwoods of the
south western Transvaal and northern Free State, eleven thousand farmers and bywoners (sharecroppers) increasingly alienated the state’s failure to alleviate the economic recession rose up
against the state. They turned to their old leaders, Republican veterans like Generals Beyers, De
Wet, Kemp and Lieutenant-Colonel Maritz, to re-establish a republic. These (chiefly
Boer/Afrikaner) men rose against the state for reasons ranging from poverty to nostalgia for a
republican lifestyle, before being easily suppressed.3 In one significant vignette, a troop of freshly
called up soldiers shared the early whispering of rebellion on the train to Potchefstroom in
October 1914. The rumours of war were disturbing, the men confused and increasingly anxious.
At the station, the local veldkornet (veldcornet) and leader of the Rifle Association, Izak Claasen,
began to question the Kommandant (Commandant), asking where they were headed and why.
Tension increased as queries were met with a curt reminder of their orders to proceed and an
injunction to obey the government. The men kept their eyes on Claasen, their erstwhile leader, as
the first span of horses were readied for loading onto the train. Suddenly Claasen shouted:
‘Those who love me, follow me’.4 He remounted and galloped in the direction of Treurfontein.
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Almost as one man, his former commando members followed him, their horses raising the dust
in their haste.5
*

*

*

This incident raises questions about the ontology of the leadership on the eve of the
Rebellion and generates questions for us on the mechanics of leadership, complicated by the
dynamics of class, race and gender. The Rebellion – otherwise of limited interest, with little
demographic impact and readily subdued – thus operates as a lens into social dynamics,
particularly illuminated in times of civil unrest. There has been a historiographical tendency to
portray the rebel leadership in terms of monolithic Republicans, followed by those who shared
their dedication to returning the state to the old Boer republics. Leaders are largely described in
terms of their organic – almost ‘mystical’ – ‘influence’. Discussions of the Rebellion have not
focused on the interaction between leadership and rank and file, at least in part because this
relationship has been obscured by Republican mythology which insists on the egalitarianism of
the Boer commando.6 Yet Claasen’s actions and the response of the other men are not anomalies,
but variations on the norm. Why in this time of confusion, did the men follow their old leader
rather than a government official? Why did Claasen not attempt to use political rhetoric or
Republican discourse, but rely solely on the personal loyalty of the men who knew him? Perhaps
most important: why did he do it? To establish the motives of the leaders for going into rebellion
and the reason why they were followed, the analysis must begin with the structure of pre-Union
republican leadership. This discussion traces the political and economic changes that came with
union and industrialization, and seeks to establish why some influential men felt increasingly
alienated from the new form of state structure while their fellows adapted to it.7 Answering the
second question must also begin with republican hierarchy and the ideology of patriarchy upon
which it was based. The answer lies, in part, in the Boer masculine code, which inculcated a
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sense of following the ‘father-figure’ in times of confusion. The discussion also looks at the role
of women during, and particularly in the immediate aftermath, of the Rebellion, in order to
present a more comprehensive analysis.

Leadership before and during the South African War
As Van Onselen, Trapido and others have shown, the Zuid Afrikaanse Republiek
(Z.A.R.) really only had cohesion as a polity in the last decade of the nineteenth century. Boer
‘notables’ led the early efforts towards state-building and to create commercial links with the
outside world.8 The Republican ruling class was more complex than the corrupt oligarchy its
historiographical caricature usually portrays. Van Onselen has argued that the ‘rural
bourgeoisie’, which composed Kruger's government, made ‘serious, consistent and determined
efforts’ to come to terms with the forces released by industrial capitalism.9 The early republics
had seen the reproduction of leadership patterns which had existed in the Cape Colony from
which they had come.10 In the Dutch settlement, transient Dutch East India Company (D.E.I.C.)
officials who held the offices of government, consulted and relied on the wealthy settlers in
administration. Wealthy property owners were nominated by the D.E.I.C. to sit on the
Burgerraad and the heemraden. In the old Republics, the veldkornet had a multitude of duties.11
As Van Jaarsveld has established, Veldkornets, who had the most local authority, were legally
appointed by the landdrost, but selected by the heemraden. Although the landdrost was
ostensible head of administration and the kommandant the military head, the veldkornet was not
merely their assistant, but an important official in his own right. In the outlying districts in
particular, the veldkornet was the first administrator of justice, for both white and black. He
could arrest people, levy fines against them and even open suspicious letters. Along with being in
charge of organising the commando system, he could excuse anyone from commando duty on
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grounds of illness. He took responsibility for the health of the community, quarantining people
and animals for contagious diseases. He was often expected to ensure the provision and
maintenance of roads. He was in charge of inspecting lands, and land was sold under his
auspices.12 The position of veldkornet was a route to higher office: the president of the ZAR,
S.J.P. Kruger; the first premier of the Union, Louis Botha, and, significantly, the two rebel
leaders C.R. De Wet and J. de la Rey were all veldkornets in their time. The veldkornets were
policy makers in their own right – their recommendations to the state were taken seriously.13

Principally, the veldkornet was the link between people and state. Elected by his
community, he collected votes for elections, gathered the wishes of his community, while
transmitting government proclamations. But he was more than merely a government man in an
office, he was their father-figure and protector.14 In a case that was not unusual, J.H.G. van der
Schyff, veldkornet of Lydenburg took in a widow and her seven children, while he organised a
farm from the government for her.15 Only men could fill the positions: it was an important
masculine leadership role. The veldkornet was a representative of the community and a man of
substance. His role of law-enforcer, military-leader, decision-maker, community protector,
liaison with central authority made lent him paternal status and authority in the community.

Similarly, a sense of kinship pervaded the commandos of the South African War, where
familial relationships had existed between members of ‘corporalships’.16 The corporalships –
comprising some twelve to eighteen men – often arose, as Deneys Reitz described it, as a ‘kind of
selective process’, with relatives and friends naturally banding together.17 In November 1901,
President Steyn had issued a proclamation that boys of fourteen could be conscripted provided
their physique permitted it. General De Wet noted that boys of ten or even younger joined
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commandos for fear of being sent to the concentration camps. Pretorius has revealed that there
were many penkoppe (literally: ‘quillheads’, a name given to young bullocks which are just
starting to sprout horns).18 Pretorius notes that older commando members would often act as ‘selfrighteous patriarchs’ towards the younger men, imposing discipline in the same way as their
fathers would at home. Younger burghers addressed older ones as ‘Oom’ (uncle), and the older
men referred to them as ‘Neef’ (cousin). This was not necessarily age dependent – interestingly
Manie Maritz, who was later to co-lead the Rebellion, won the honorific ‘Oom’, although he was
a mere 25 years old in July 1901.

Leadership under Reconstruction, 1902-1910
In the days between the South African War and 1910, the old form of leadership was in
crisis, with the former Boer notables under threat as a class.19 Initially, under the British High
Commissioner Lord Milner, there was an attempt to wrest power from the landed notables. His
director of the Transvaal Department of Agriculture, F.B. Smith noted in 1908: ‘If the agriculture
of a country is to be developed it must be by radical measures.’20 Milner attempted to bring a
new rural order into being: he imported English settlers into the rural Transvaal and Orange Free
State, in an attempt to introduce a class of commercial yeoman farmers.21 In losing control of the
state, the Boer notables had lost access to the spoils system and the benefits of office. More
importantly, the state began to remove their hold on people. They lost control of black labour,
which had been the sole terrain of the veldkornet. The notables were in the process of moving
from pastoral to arable producers, with the bywoner becoming a hindrance to crop production.
The Colonial state introduced land settlement schemes, alternative tenancies for poor Afrikaners,
making them ‘bywoners of the state’. This served to erode older patron-client relations,
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predicated on paternal class association, which had been the foundation of organic solidarity of
the Boer community.22

But it became clear that the Boer landed aristocracy could not be destroyed, so instead
the administration tried co-opt the class for collaboration and support. From 1905 Lord Selborne,
Milner's replacement, started to reach political accommodation with the landed Boer notables. It
was certain members of this class who were to benefit from state agricultural apparatus. Selborne
recognised that they had the power left to resist the state and if placated could be useful in
containing both the white and black proletariat. Accordingly, the state created alternative sources
of credit, allowing – indeed, encouraging – farmers to commercialise. However, this was not
enough to conciliate the leadership. Het Volk accepted Selborne’s concessions, but there were
others who felt the process had been irreversible and yearned for their power. Not all former
leaders could be accommodated in the new regime and those that were not began to resent it.
Keegan has also pointed out that there is ‘no direct or unproblematical line of descent between
the old landowning class and the new capitalist farmers’, and that the ‘old Boer landowner and
the extensive pastoralist ... was more likely to be amongst the victims of the industrial revolution
than amongst its beneficiaries.’23

The changes in the state and the difficulty in accepting the new form of government was
not only from the side of the dispossessed former leaders. Those who had been led in that way
began to confront the change in relations. In a portentous moment in 1908, the South African
War hero and politician, Schalk Burger, was forced to remind an angry mob of worried farmers
in Lydenburg that he had sacrificed much in the war, falling back on his military record and
traditional leadership patterns to appease the mob.24
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Union and its Malcontents
The old republican state had worked on a system of local, elected patriarchs – a personal,
individualistic hierarchy, based on the commando system. The state had harnessed that personal
power, using it to administer, and to control. After Unification in 1910 and particularly following
the Defence Act of 1912, this system began to ‘modernise’ - institutionalising, bureaucratizing
and becoming increasingly impersonal.25 Many were confused by the modernising state, others
felt betrayed. The Defence Minister, Jan Smuts noted:
the Act of Union … has been the cause of a whole set of new changes in South Africa.
Old Governments were swept away, old landmarks to which people looked were swept
away, and the result has been in a certain sense that the people have lost an anchor so to
say. No doubt that is one of the causes of the unsettlement that has led to the crises
through which we have passed.26

Masculinity theorist, Harry Brod, has noted that as the underlying material or structural bases of
gender relations shift, the meaning of masculinity is contested and sometimes even redefined.27
In the shift from pre-capitalist to capitalist there is:
a transfer of power from the hands of individual patriarchs to the institutions of capitalist
patriarchy... This transfer is part of the widening depersonalization and bureaucratization
of human relationships in the development of capitalism, which individuals experience in
and as various forms of alienation. Capitalism increasingly creates a gap between
institutional and personal power.28
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A similar change occurred as the modern South African Union replaced the republics.29
The modernising state eroded the old traditional leadership’s power base, institutionalizing
processes that were once the province of individual, idiosyncratic leadership styles. Local
government officials began to be appointed, rather than elected. The power of the veldkornet
waned, his portmanteau of duties was increasingly taken over by government men. To an extent,
people resented the loss of a community representative and father-figure travelling the district on
horseback, and his replacement by a desk-bound administrative official. Some of the notables
were absorbed into Het Volk, and after that the South African Party.30 Symbolic figures could
still be harnessed by the state: Meintjes argues that Smuts-Botha [the government] harnessed
Koos De la Rey [later an advocate of the 1914 Rebellion, discussed below], while Christiaan De
Wet [rebel leader, discussed below] was harnessed by Hertzog and Steyn [politicians in
opposition].31

Adding to the changes wrought by the modernising state, the increasing
institutionalisation, the breakdown of the traditional world, urbanisation, and the changing
position of young women (discussed below), was the immediate confusion over whether South
Africa would enter the War on Britain’s behalf. Rumours spread rapidly, generated by a handful
of German agents and a larger body of anti-government men, and neither confirmed nor denied
by the strangely silent state. Boer males living on the periphery of the new locus of central state
power in Pretoria, began to turn to alternative authorities to express their grievances and to gain
support. In the areas outside of the Reef and in the western-Transvaal and the northern Free State
particularly, farmers and bywoners who were alienated by the state’s failure to alleviate the
economic recession, turned, not to the government, but to their old commando leaders. There had
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been a move toward the Labour Party, but this was curtailed by the burst of extreme jingoism
within the party at the onset of the war.

Leadership on Trial
A study of the men who were placed on trial for treason or sedition after the Rebellion,
reveals much about the structure of the leadership. The notion of the leadership by ‘men of
influence’ was used by both Prosecution and Defence. Dr Krause, in his defence of the rebel
leader De Wet, urged the court to remember that people were as yet unacquainted with the party
system of government: ‘It is an historical fact, that parties grouped themselves together, in the
early days, not so much on principles as on personal leadership.’32 Although party-politics had
replaced semi-feudal allegiances, men often nonetheless referred to themselves as a ‘Botha-man’
or a ‘Hertzog-man’. Leadership was still linked to the man, even if it was just in the imagination
– and often more materially, as in the semi-feudal relationship poor white group maintained with
De Wet, which is discussed below. The prosecution utilised the same idea of leadership, but he
argued that the leaders of the Rebellion were twice as responsible, as they had abused their
positions and lead so many astray.

The trials reveal the contradiction in Republican ideology about leadership: all men are
equal, but some more equal than others. While metaphors of republican brotherhood abounded,
there were still personal followings around symbolic figures, and some men were father-figures.
This was expressed by Japie Krynauw, a rebel, whose words contain the central contradiction of
Republican masculinity – the way it revolves around leadership: ‘Man, I can guess nothing.
Each man must think for himself. For myself, I will go where my General goes’.33 In this
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revealing vignette, he urges that each man think for himself, then tellingly admits that he will
blindly follow his general.

There were two different levels of leadership: the iconic figures, like De la Rey and De
Wet and the less symbolic, practical level of traditional, largely military, leaders. The leadership
made use of the unusual, spiritual figures, like populist Boer prophet, the Siener of
Lichtenburg.34The top tier carried much ideological weight. They were often described as ‘father
of the nation’ (which should be seen alongside references to iconic female leadership as ‘mothers
of the nation, discussed below). Some notables, like ex-President (of the Orange Free State)
Steyn and General Hertzog (South African War celebrity and rising Nationalist politician), were
not actively involved in the Rebellion, but were seen to sanction it, by their refusal to condemn it.
The second tier was more practical, based on old administrative structures – like veldkornets.

The Iconic Leadership
Q. If General de la Rey had told you to hoist the flag [go into rebellion], would you have
followed him? 35
A. General de la Rey was my leader. He had great influence in the district, and if he had
said so, I may possibly have gone. We had unlimited confidence in him.36

The top rebel leadership have explored their own motivations in autobiographical
works.37 The top rank of leaders were emblematic – their `images' or ritualised personae carried
great weight. These figures had personal followers.38 Even the contemporary British press
understood this phenomenon: ‘But the backveld Boer … dearly loves a hero..’39 They were loyal
not only to the man, but to what the man represented. Thus leaders could be taken as metonymic
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for a nostalgic republicanism.40 Meintjes notes that De la Rey was not a politician and his hold
on people, like that of De Wet, was emotional. They were men to be ‘proud of in the growing
concept of Afrikanerdom.’41 Leadership was individual, charismatic and deeply ingrained in the
popular consciousness. The rebel leader, General Manie Maritz, for example, had just prior to the
Rebellion (when he was still in the South African Defence Force), young men coming under his
command as Staff Officer, who had sung his praises in folksongs as children (during the South
African War, 1899-1902).42 A popular dance melody included the couplet:
‘Manie Maritz with his black moustache,
Completely surrounds the British soldiers.’43

There was no one hegemonic representation of a leader’s appearance. He could be
genteel like De la Rey, with his suits made at the upmarket department store Garlicks and his
disapproval of gin, or rough like Coen Brits, who drank heavily and was proficient at distance
spitting. Some were well-educated like Kemp, while others like Wolmarans, were virtually
illiterate. They did not all conform to the dour, sober stereotype – Maritz, for example, was a
flamboyant dresser, affecting a German-style uniform. Icons were consciously manipulated to
make the personal political and the political personal. It is significant that, in 1906, when a conartist named Durand tried to whip people up in to rebellion, he used the popular names: Beyers,
Kemp, Schalk Burger, Genneral Viljoen.44 De la Rey was manipulated posthumously by De
Wet, playing on his status and the duty owed to De la Rey's wife. At the funeral (which
immediately preceded the outbreak of open Rebellion), De Wet noted:
We stand here at the grave of De la Rey. Who does not feel this tragic loss for South
Africa? But no one feels the loss like his wife. What can we do to comfort her? Only God
can do that. But if there is something we can do, then General De la Rey was worth it –
one of the bravest of the brave, one of the most trusty of the trustworthy. 45
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In the early days of the Rebellion, in August, ‘call up’ was done verbally in the name of De la
Rey.46 After his death, from October 1914, General De Wet became the mobilising icon and the
message spread from farm to farm: ‘De Wet is riding again!’47

The Backbone of the Rebellion
The second leadership tier, ‘men of influence’, were usually landowners, local patriarchs
elected to the office of veldkornet. Van Jaarsveld has demonstrated the power of the veldkornets,
as discussed above. An analysis of the group tried with Kemp sheds light on the second tier
leadership. Their average age of the 46 was 38.5, the median 38, the mode 42 – this was
therefore not a revolution by Young Turks. Their profession was preponderantly farming – only
one man was a clerk, and one a builder/contractor. They were tried as ‘men of influence’.

Trapido notes that post-Anglo-Boer War the landed notables were ‘shorn of their
commmando system’, both by the defeat of their state and by the decline of the social
relationships which made it possible.48 But this is a premature notice of death for a system of
leadership. Commando networks were re-activated in the industrial disputes of 1913 and 1914.
Certain traditional leaders tentatively began to reconstitute their dormant political networks.
Meetings were held frequently at the houses of farmers. The men attending, as a police report
noted, were principally those of ‘local influence and fairly good standing , such men as J.J.v
Niekerk, ‘an ex-Veldkornet,’ and J.N.R. Joubert, ‘an ex-scab-inspector’.49 They gathered in
bitter semi-secret and shared their grievances, as their informal networks grew.
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Many were disappointed in their new positions in the Union. M.J. Krogh, for example,
was resentful and joined the rebellion because he felt the government had done him out of a job.
He maintained that he should have been commandant – but in his band of rebels ‘I hold a much
higher position now.’.50 Some ex-notables predicated their rebellion on simple envy. The
community was being broken up – some went up, some went down. Class differences were
becoming increasingly overt. There was a sense of deprivation, which escalated into rebellion.
The rebel leadership were largely those men with whom the new state had not reached an
accommodation – or sufficient accommodation. In many ways the state did act against this old
guard, who did not fit easily within the new state blueprint, but the government was also the
scapegoat for other forces. The state acted, in part, as a political lightening rod, receiving the
focussed blame for the effects of spreading capitalism.
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As the graph indicates, it was not a young man’s rebellion. Clearly the leadership was not
comprised of young men in their twenties railing against an ancien regime. But, interestingly, a
man as young as 26 was said to be possessed of enough ‘influence’ to stand trial.

Most of the leadership was concentrated in specific areas, mainly in Lichtenburg and
Potchefstroom. Their origins, however, were disparate – some came from the Cape and most
were not born in the area in which they lived. This is a highly significant point: it illustrates that
leadership on this level need not necessarily be hereditary, in the sense that these men probably
did not follow their fathers into local positions of power. It also suggests that the men did not
necessarily grow up together but formed their networks at an adult level.

Men of influence derived their power from their wealth in land, their military office or
record or their kinship ties. There was no simple linear relationship between land and status.
Position did not rest solely in land-holding, possibly because of the poor productivity of
Transvaal agriculture, but most of the leaders were farmers. As previously discussed, Keegan has
shown that there was no direct relationship between the old landowning class and the new
capitalist farmers.52 Both military record and position were also important. As Hertzog noted
after the Rebellion: ‘These 200 to 300 imprisoned men were mostly leaders in the Boer war, and
would never lose the respect of the Dutch people.’53 Similarly, the SAP Inspector noted of one
rebel Christian Mussman: ‘He was a field cornet... He is a farmer at Matjesspruit I consider him
a man of influence, in virtue of his office’.54 Another rebel leader, Jack Smith, was a veldkornet,
and head of the Rifle Association.55 Also, Jan Cronje was a leadership figure as an influential
man as a son of the old Republican General Piet Cronje. He was a veldkornet, and was farming
for General De la Rey.56 Kinship did play a role: familial prominence was often a criterion for
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local status, as in the case of Kruger's grandson, Pieter Gert Wessel Grobler, for example, who
was a member of the Volksraad and a farmer. The court dealt with the local prominence of the
accused, and said ‘his mere presence was sufficient to encourage them to go into rebellion. In
view of his position he was certainly guilty of hostile intent…’57 Although he did not actually
fight with them and moreover, as his advocate Tielman Roos, said in mitigation of sentence, he
also lost the local directorship of S.A. Mutual worth £160 a year and had forfeited his seat in
parliament owing to not attending the last session, he nevertheless received two years and a fine
of £500.

As noted above, an analysis of Kemp’s co-accused revealed that the profession of rebelleadership was farming. The was a strong connection between land and power. Under republican
rule, veldkornets had been in a particularly good position to accumulate land. Landowners
established an informal network which supplied them with information and furthered their landholding.58 Those without land were neglected. At one of the trials, a clerk named Pieter
Mussman, mentioned above, although a veldkornet, was noted to be not as influential as a
farmer, because of his landlessness.59 This correlates with the fact that all attempts to re-form the
so-called degraded, emasculated poor whites were based on attempts to return him to the land,
right up until the 1930s. Status was acquired from wealth in cattle, allowing the owner to settle
down and hire others to do the herding. Large herds allowed such settlement – and in a time of
flux, with almost constant movement in search of new pastures among the burgher farmers – few
other people settled down long enough to gain local prestige.60 During the Rebellion, the
Government made an attack on this status. The Government wired that the cattle of the leading
rebels could be confiscated and used on commando.61 This may have been to win support by
giving people the immediate gratification of wealth in an economic crisis.62
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Juta, the magistrate of rebel hot-spot Lichtenburg, noted that his community was ignorant
but largely law abiding and that it was not the Government’s decision on German South West
Africa (G.S.W.A.) that intensified feeling, but a meeting organised by Beyers, De Wet, Kemp,
Van Broekhuizen.63 This illustrates a common point, that it was not so much the G.S.W.A.
expedition but the way their leadership reacted to it, that galvanised the countryside. It is
significant that the rank and file witnesses use names almost causally – their discussion of their
part in the Rebellion are scanty, instead the names of leaders, the men themselves are given as
the reason.64 Significantly, the rebel newspaperman, Harm Oost used a similar reason for
following De Wet: ‘Where the General dies, I will die too. And where the General is victorious,
there shall I be victorious.’ 65

Interestingly, it would appear that it was not the poor white who was drawn by the
individual personalities as much as the smaller farmers, younger men of higher class.66 It may be
speculated that the poor whites were too alienated from the system already.67 The operation of
the leadership at grassroots level in the Rebellion is illustrated in Izak Claasen's report, which
presents the onset of Rebellion from the perspective of a member of the second tier. Claasen was
a veldkornet, a man strongly loyal to General De la Rey.68 Just before the outbreak of overt
hostilities between Germany and Britain, Claasen was repeatedly asked by men in his
neighbourhood to ask ‘Oom Koos’ [De La Rey] how to behave in this new context. De la Rey
urged cautious appraisal of the situation. Later, Claasen received a letter from De la Rey
requesting that he assemble his men for a meeting at Coligne. Claasen immediately spread the
word that the local men would be expected to arrive with horse and shot and eight days
provisions. De la Rey simply told the assembly to await his further command. Claasen
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subsequently received a message from Botha to appear before him in Pretoria and, alarmed,
proceeded directly to De la Rey – who assured him he would be protected. ‘Oom Koos said that
they will shortly gather together and that he will defend me.’69 De la Rey then spoke of the
betrayal by the Smuts-Botha government, of Smuts betraying his people in 1912 and now Botha
also turning his back.70 Claasen returned to the men of his area and reassured them that ‘the
General [De la Rey] would tell them what to do upon his return’.71 Then he received the news of
De la Rey’s death. The rumours reached the local men who came singly and in pairs to consult
with Claasen. At the funeral, speeches by Beyers and De Wet made Claasen doubt that ‘Oom
Koos’s’ death had been an accident, but rather part of a government plot. He was called up and
went to Lichtenburg, where he was invited to dinner by a fellow officer in a festive, indeed
bibulous, mood.72 Hints of ad hoc promotion to Kommandant reached him by word of mouth,
while he networked and consulted with friends and acquaintances. Upon being called up for
service by the state, he lead his followers into the quasi-spontaneous rebellion described in this
paper’s opening vignette.73

Family Men
Leadership was largely a public projection of the relations of the domestic realm. As
previously discussed, the paternal relations of commando had reflected patriarchal societal
relations – ooms and neefs, fathers and sons.74 A commentator has, for example, observed of the
commando system: ‘The nephews and brothers are placed under the control of an older family
member, the corporal.’75 Public expressions of loyalty were made in terms of the father and son
relationship. At Steyn’s funeral, for example, in the year following the Rebellion, De Wet noted:
‘All the burghers know that in the last war Martinus Theunis Steyn was [my] father and he was
accorded the respect a child accord’s to his father.’76 The 1912 Defence Act appeared to be an
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assault on Republican masculinity.77 The commando-system derived much of its power by
reflecting the domestic situation. The system was re-activated in 1913 industrial action. After
1913, and in the build up to the Great War, leaders of the Rebellion invoked the familial nature
of commando, the band of brothers, to inspire rebellion. At the meeting following De la Rey's
death, De Wet said:
I think of our deceased brother. We are used to saying ‘burgher’ or ‘brother’. If there is
someone here present who is not a brother, let him leave.78

Boer domestic life was patriarchal. Patriarchy can assume an amorphous quality causing
some theorists to refuse use of the term.79 Although the term is admittedly often used in an
ahistorical way, this study requires a term which describes the Boer family structure, with a
father figure at the head of the house. This study does accept, however, that the term ‘patriarchy’
is descriptive, rather than explanatory and to assume it as paradigmatic, petitio principii, is to
assume as true that which is to be proven by argument. Patriarchal refers here to a family
structure in which fathers control the lives and labour of family members, children, slaves,
servants, and wives.80 Moreover, in the ideological realm, the notion of a Volksvader and
Volksmoeder operating in complementary roles has been shown to have been a powerful
nationalist image.81 Leadership, particularly through the commando system, which served to
buttress this notion of control, was a projection of the domestic realm. Why were certain men
followed, what was the societal, structural basis for it? Commando structure and the paternalism
of domestic life made men used to following their ‘father's’ word. The ‘men of influence’ were,
in essence, a community fathers, operating on the same domestic principles which was extended
into the public arena. Grundlingh has shown, for example, that General De Wet maintained a
paternal relationship with the poor white community, the ‘Kopjes (Koppies) Nedersetting’. 82 In
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1910, the government had assumed formal control, but De Wet retained his links with regular
visits and held several meetings in September and October 1914. It was not surprising, as
Grundlingh observes, that he was able to win wide rebel support in the settlement, as an
extension of his almost feudal patronage system, with himself as paterfamilias. This should be
understood in a broader gendered context, incorporating the role of women in the Rebellion,
because – as Bradford has demonstrated – the omission of women produces not only an
incomplete picture, but distorts the fabric of the historical event. 83

‘Rebels in Petticoats’
In a revealing cameo, Hendrik, the youngest son of one of the rebel leader De Wet,
mentioned above, although still in short pants at the outbreak of the Rebellion, was nevertheless
keen to join the commando and fulfil his ideals of becoming a man.84 Believing him to be too
young, General De Wet wanted to leave the boy at home. But his wife, Cornelia ‘Tant [Aunt]
Nelie’ De Wet, would not hear of it. She insisted on sending her son to war, saying publicly to
her husband: ‘My old husband, if your life is not too good to offer up for your people, then
neither is Hendrik’s.’85

When Cornelia De Wet insisted on Hendrik’s joining up, she was both validating and
maintaining her social location as a civic republican mother. An Afrikaner Nationalist culturebroker, Harm Oost, noted of this incident that De Wet, known from the Anglo-Boer War (18991902) as a redoubtable Boer woman, was a laudable example for her volk (nation) sisters.86
Whether as publicity stunt or expression of genuine sentiment, her action is significant in what it
reveals of the socio-political role played by Boer women and their relationship with the state.87 It
is part of a frequently repeated theme. Kitchener, for example, who was in charge of British
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military operations in South Africa during the South African War, deplored ‘[t]he Boer woman
in the refugee camp who slaps her protruding belly at you and shouts ‘When all our men are
gone, these little Khakis will fight you…’88 It has been noted that the tradition of militarised
citizenship, of which Boer republicanism was part, has promoted a narrative in which women are
either ‘mirrors to male war’ (as civic cheerleaders) or a ‘collective Other’, embodying higher
virtues and softer values, and as such, anti-war or subversive of realpolitik.89 Certainly in the
Boer Rebellion, some women acted as ‘mirrors’ and some, while sympathetic to the rebel cause,
called for an end to violence. There was, however, another, and separate, dimension to their
participation.

Women who identified themselves with the rebel side played three roles. First, many
women adopted the attitude of republican ‘cheerleaders’, encouraging and inspiring their men to
rebel. On the eve of Rebellion, a contemporary noted that among the Boers, ‘women as well as
men know how to approach extremes of national inflexibility’ and the ‘intensely passionate
patriotism’ of both genders was responsible for the 1914 Rebellion.90 He noted particularly, the
power of the women’s encouragement: How, then, could the young bloods turn a deaf ear to the
seductive call of the veldt (‘Freedom at hand!’), egged on as they were by the blandishments of
their womenfolk’s language? 91

The converse side of this cheerleading, was a ‘white feather’ function, in which men who refused
to rebel or volunteered for active service were publicly castigated by women.92

Secondly, a small faction of women played a practical, auxiliary role in the physical rebellion
itself, as go-betweens, providers of food, hoarders of weapons and purveyors of war news.
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Thirdly, a large group of women played a significant role in the post-Rebellion Women’s
Demonstration of 1915. The Demonstration was pro-active, women-lead, and appealed, with its
militant nationalism, to higher, but not ‘softer’ values.

Historiographically, broad consensus exists among historians that there was a strong
tradition of Boer women’s involvement in the political realm, although without formal rights.93
The historiographical schools differ only on the weight they grant this involvement. There has
been a grudging acknowledgement of their political role by the Liberal school, which concedes
that Boer women exercised a ‘petticoat influence’ on their men.94 The Afrikaner nationalist
historians have argued much the same, but in more depth, creating the idealised volksmoeder
with her origins in apologetic Dutch-South African historical writings of the nineteenth
century.95

Western suffragette feminism was not purportedly part of the Boer woman’s

intellectual environment. Merriman noted that ‘Oddly enough in South Africa the women have
always exercised a great influence. I say ‘oddly’, because they are so utterly opposed to the
modern view of ‘women’s rights’.96 Van Rensburg noted that Boer women would not assimilate
overseas feminism, but did play an influential role in times of national crises. 97 The Afrikaanse
Christelike Vrouevereniging (Afrikaans Christian Women’s Association, A.C.V.V.) resolved in
1906 to ask that parliament not give women the vote.98 Women, however, only got the vote in
1930 – and then it was only white women.99 An outline has been sketched of Afrikaner women’s
limited but purportedly morally powerful role in the political realm. An image of martyred Boer
womanhood came from the concentration camps of the South African War, in which 26 000
inmates (mainly women and children) are believed to have died. This image of Afrikaner
womanhood – the volksmoeder (mother of the nation) – was further articulated and promoted
through the erection of the Nasionale Vrouemonument in Bloemfontein (National Women’s
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Monument) in 1913 in Bloemfontein, on the eve of the Rebellion. The monument represented the
graphic icons of Afrikaner suffering: the emaciated child, incarceration in the concentration
camps, ruins of burnt homesteads.100 The iconography drew heavily on the ideology martyrdom,
stoicism, and loyalty.101 Revisionist scholars, however, like Louise Vincent, Elsabe Brink and
Andrea Van Niekerk, have questioned the hegemony of the volksmoeder ideal, demonstrating
that Afrikaner working class women did not automatically accept the prescribed role, and that
battles over class and gender relations were inextricably connected to the creation of Afrikaner
identity.102 Even gender sensitive scholars, like Cheryl Walker, have not recognised the large
civic space for women in civic unrest. In discussing the Boer tradition, Walker notes: ‘The
political culture that developed in the white settler societies of southern Africa was a thoroughly
male one ... Settler society rested on a military foundation and war was the province of men.’103
But war was not solely the province of men in the militarised republican state. The social
historian, Meintjes notes that ‘At a time when European women had few rights and little say, the
Boer woman had exceptionable privileges which she had earned through fighting side by side
with her menfolk.’104 This is hyperbolic, as women usually adopted non-combative roles, but it
was not necessarily a passive role.

The primary active role of women during the Rebellion was supportive and infrastructural. Women kept the farms going, while attempting to provide both physical and spiritual
sustenance. Morale was kept high by symbolic acts, like the waving of hand-sewn vierkleurs
(republican flags) at public gatherings. Interestingly, explicit links were made and articulated by
the women themselves between the rebels and previous Boer ‘martyrs’. Christina Joubert, of
Frankfort, after having had her house searched by government troops during the Rebellion, wrote
to her husband:
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Now, my husband, don’t worry. The almighty God will protect me and my
children. Whatever happens to you, yes, even if you die, like the five heroes of
Slagtersnek [a rebellion against British by Boers in 1815], like Gideon Scheepers
[executed by the British in the South African war] ... and all the martyrs who
gave their lives for our beloved nation, then you will die like a man. I know you
always fought and struggled like a man ... I will struggle even if I have to die,
with my children.105

And it was not only immediate family but any rebel that received support. A rebel, Harm Oost,
noted an oft-repeated phenomenon. After being separated from De Wet after Mushroom Valley,
he sought refuge in a local homestead at Doornfontein. He approached the woman who appeared
to be in charge, saying with a defiance born of desperation: ‘I am a rebel. And you all?’ Martha
Wolmarans replied simply: ‘We too.’106 She was a woman who had survived the concentration
camps, but lost a child to them, and she would not tolerate ‘‘n kakie’ [a man wearing khaki
uniform] in her house, be it Englishman or government soldier. Like many other women, she
looked after the rebel, although he was a stranger.

Some women left their homes and joined the rebellion actively, though in a noncombative role. A ‘Mrs van Alten’, for example, was a shadowy figure during the Rebellion. She
appears to have run a small-scale smuggling operation for the rebels, providing food and basic
necessities. She helped one rebel escape to the relative safety of Natal, by supplying him with a
train ticket and a pair of false spectacles. She also visited captured rebels in gaol, urging them to
write down their thoughts. The support network of women extended into the post-Rebellion
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world with their husbands in gaol. They smuggled food and medicine, cooked newspapers into
cakes, and carried messages.107

Eight years after the Rebellion, in the 1922 Strike on the Witwatersrand, women joined
in the urban commando movement, assaulting the police and disciplining strike-breakers
bodily.108 The Rebellion, however, saw few such incidents of physical violence by women. A
‘Petticoat commando’ of women tried to disturb the peace in Bloemfontein, but a single fire
engine hose was sufficient to dispel them.109 Government troops reported only one incident of a
woman brandishing what they thought was a gun.110 Women did, however, initiate action that
was not purely passive and supportive.

The Women’s Mass Demonstration
The rebel leader De Wet was sentenced to six years imprisonment and a fine of £2 000
for his role in the Rebellion. Two days after the pronouncement of sentence, two eminent
Afrikaner women Hendrina Joubert and F.G. ‘Nettie’ Eloff had an open letter published in
various newspapers calling for the women of all four provinces to take part in a ‘monster
vrouwenbetoging’ [mass women’s demonstration] during which the Governor-General would be
asked to set aside De Wet’s sentence. The opening address was to the ‘fellow-sisters and
daughters of South Africa’.111 In the open letter the image of the volksmoeder is clearly
articulated and laid claim to: She contends she saw ‘the first Afrikaner blood flow on the breast
of South Africa’. She helped ‘make bullets in the fight against the barbarians’. She knew the
‘land when you could not leave your wagon without a gun’. She helped ‘maintain Boer manners.
She helped exterminate the wild animals to help prepare the way for civilisation’. She was often
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the ‘only woman in the war lager. More than once she was able to give a soldier coffee and food,
and care for his wounds.’

The women who organized the Demonstration were women of ‘influence’, powerful,
older women, who formed part of a leadership network that paralleled that of the men’s.112 They
did not have a clearly articulated network like that of their male counterparts in the commando
system, but women had begun to organise in a number of ways.113 The previously mentioned
A.C.V.V., for example, was established in 1904 for the ‘preservation of our nation, of our
language and the support of our church.114 The Suid-Afrikaanse Vroufederasie (South African
Women’s Federation, S.A.V.F) was initiated a month later in 1904, by the wife of Louis Botha,
president of the young Union of South Africa. The wife of South African War leader Steyn,
mentioned above, started Oranje Vroue-Vereniging in Bloemfontein in 1908. The organisations
concentrated on welfare work, charity and education. Women, like their male counterparts, were
local leaders by virtue of their kinship links, possession of land, age, wealth, and renown – the
latter often based on the war record of their husband coupled with their own war effort during the
1899-1902 conflict. They were said to come from the ‘first families of the land’.115

This leadership network was an old guard of Boer matriarchs, wives of generals for the
most part. The leaders of the Demonstration were not average Boer women and cannot be read as
a representative slice of Afrikaner womenhood. Jacoba De la Rey had been incarcerated as an
‘incorrigible’ during the South African War, choosing to join her husband in the field rather than
a concentration camp. She was widely reported to be the most bitter of the bitterteinders.
Cornelia De Wet, for example, had been singled out as an ‘incorrigible’ during the South African
War.116 After the peace treaty of Vereeniging, she noted: ‘A terrible peace! I would rather see my
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husband in his grave than that our weapons be laid down.’117 Another leader was stern,
bespectacled Hendrina Joubert, called ‘the general in petticoats’.118 The biographer of her
husband, General Piet Joubert, has noted that ‘the true spirit of a Commandant-General was not
in Joubert but in his wife’.119 Hendrina loved fire-arms, commando life and the odd battle. She
accompanied her husband and shared his war experiences, while briskly rearing a family.120 At
age 85 she was redoubtable, visiting rebel leaders in gaol, bearing pancakes. During the
Rebellion she had wanted to travel by ambulance and join the rebel leader General Beyers;
permission was refused by the premier, Louis Botha, himself.121 Another leader, mentioned
above, was Nettie Eloff, who was from a well-connected family and widely considered to be the
former Republican President Paul Kruger’s favourite grandchild.

Joubert and Eloff placed advertisements in the newspapers calling for the ‘mothers and
daughters of South Africa’ to gather in Pretoria, to plead with the government for the release of
General De Wet and his fellow prisoners. Almost seven thousand women arrived in Pretoria on
the 4 August. They marched in rows of seven, silently, to the Union Buildings. Young men
walked on the outskirts of the rows in case of violence. They marched, divided by their
provinces, the Cape Province first, then the Orange Free State, then Natal, and finally the
Transvaal. They gathered in the amphitheatre of the Union Buildings, for a prayer. Then a
deputation of influential women, including Joubert, Eloff, Kestell, and Steyn presented a petition
to Lord Buxton, the Governor-General. 122

In total 11 000 men took part in the Rebellion, but an astonishing 6 000 women gathered
for a single march. Moreover, in the little towns and villages of the Transvaal and Free State, the
Demonstration was enacted in microcosm.123 The rhetoric implied that women should stand by
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their fatherland, just as they would by their father or husband.124 The young nationalist
mouthpiece Die Brandwag noted:
As a flood invades an area of land, slowly, confident that it is irresistible, so the crowd
invaded the semi-circle in front of the Union Buildings and powerless, mute, the
mockery and hate retreated and dared not utter a disruptive sound.125
Joubert noted proudly: ‘The daughters of South Africa have awakened.’126 The Transvaal
committees united to form the Nasionale Vroueparty (National Women’s Party): to work for
freeing the rebels, caring for the families of the rebels, raising bursaries for children, and to
support the newly created National Party, which focused more exclusively on Afrikaner political
advancement. In Pretoria a Women’s Committee was created to stand by the rebel leaders and
ease their lot. The first congress was held in 1916 in Johannesburg, with the wife of the rebel
Van Broekhuizen as chairperson, and Johanna Brandt as secretary.

The Women’s Demonstration reflects the significant, albeit highly circumscribed, role of
women in the political arena. Afrikaner nationalism was ‘imagined’, to use Anderson’s term, in
terms of maleness: but this operated on two levels. ‘All nationalisms are gendered...’ but as
Enloe remarked, ‘nationalisms have typically sprung up from masculinized memory,
masculinized humiliation and masculinized hope.’127 Here a burgeoning nationalism was
articulated by women – admittedly only uneasily republican and certainly not egalitarian. Their
positions were framed in the discourse of their role as women rather than citizens, but they were
nonetheless acting in their own right. In a significant step for the Afrikaner Nationalist woman,
she began to define her nation: ‘those who call themselves rebels are my people’.128
Significantly, the nationalist politician Dr D.F.Malan declared later that this demonstration
answered the question as to whether the Afrikaner ‘should persevere and stay a nation’.129
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Thus, although there were no women who went on commando against the state, there
were, however, women who considered themselves to be rebels. After the Rebellion, with the
Mass Demonstration, they couched their actions in traditional, patriarchal, volksmoeder,
suffering, martyred discourse – but their post-Rebellion actions were radical, albeit limited. In
essence: they had come to free a man. The discourse of this Women’s Demonstration is highly
revealing. It was a specific post-rebellion development, an event solely engineered by women ‘of
influence’, largely participated in by women alone and with ramifications for the entire
nationalist movement of both Afrikaner men and women. It was an uneasy ‘familial’
republicanism – no call was made for female suffrage, their demands were couched in terms of
their relative position to men – as wives, mothers and daughters of the state.

The Melancholia of the General
Never throughout his trial was De Wet referred to as ‘General’, the name that was once
almost universally accorded him.130 De Wet was afflicted with a terrible melancholy for which
his doctor could find no physical reason. During the Rebellion, De Wet had felt ‘younger’, his
kind of leadership was relevant once again.131 In this way the Rebellion was about reasserting
old codes, old forms of leadership in an attempt to assert a social understanding of identity,
particularly masculinity, that was being challenged by the emergence of the modern state, the
development of industry, the commoditization of land, the disruption of the family. The
suppression of the Rebellion signalled the end for De Wet’s style of leadership.

In gaol, the leaders began to turn other things. The redoubtable General Kemp took to
knitting socks. Both the first and second tier of leadership underwent ontological changes. The
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top leadership of the Rebellion suffered: De la Rey was dead, Beyers was drowned in the Vaal,
Maritz was in exile and De Wet and Kemp were in gaol.132 Effective silencing measures were
imposed by the government. Once released from gaol, rebels were forbidden from holding public
office. They were prohibited from holding political gatherings and giving speeches.133 Their
movements were controlled: each was issued with a card, which had to be stamped by the local
magistrate if permission was granted for travel. The economic and political power base of the old
notables who had not been absorbed into party-politics, had crumbled.

The second leadership tier began to operate increasingly through the National Party. As
the Afrikaner Nationalist movement gained momentum, culture brokers increasingly controlled
the imagination of the Afrikaner. One rebel noted this move from old-fashioned Republican
leadership forms which relied heavily on the oral dissemination of information, which limited
influence to a specific locality, to a broader literate circle: ‘Rebellion taught the Afrikaner to
read’.134 The localised, hands-on approach of the veldkornets changed to a wider nationalist
movement with Hertzog's National Party at the helm. Rebels like Kemp, Piet Grobler, Wessel
Wessels, and Chris Muller joined forces with the National Party. Although it was the end of a
kind of leadership in the mainstream, there has been a dormant residuum, a hankering for the old
ways. In 1936, one of the ‘men of influence’, Piet Grobler, proposed the abolition of the
parliamentary system.135 The next public uprising of the disaffected was in 1922 Rand Strike,
when the commando system was imported into the mines by the urbanising Afrikaner. These
commandos fused Boer military traditions with combat experience from WWI and trade union
militancy.136 The structure was changed, with, for example, women commandos and an urban,
rather than rural, context. Similar personal leadership was later visible in the Broederbond and in
the fascist movements, but never again was it so mainstream.
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The old republican state had worked on a system of local, elected patriarchs – a personal,
individualistic hierarchy. The state had harnessed that personal power, using it to administer the
young state. After an assault on the ontology of leadership during Reconstruction and Unification
in 1910 this system began to `modernise' – institutionalising, bureaucratizing and becoming
increasingly impersonal. The leadership that was the backbone of the Rebellion was fien-desiecle. After the Rebellion, there was change in the ontology of leadership – a change in both the
people who were leaders and the manner in which they lead. Increasingly, leadership was reformed along constitutional party-political lines, with only occasional deviations. The internment
of the rebels, their official silencing during the war years, and the inexorable machine of the
capitalising, modernising state meant their end.

A final cameo epitomised the end of a particular kind of leadership invested in the old
commando system and embedded in a life-style that was rapidly disappearing. Near the end of
the Rebellion, General De Wet decided his only hope lay in joining Kemp across the Kalahari, in
German territory. At Maquassi, however, heavy rains turned sand into mud, into which his men’s
horses’ hooves sank.137 On the trail of his mounted commando was a petrol-driven fleet, a
caravan of cars under Colonel Saker. At a little oasis at Waterbury, the cars converged, and
defeat was complete. His comment is, perhaps, the best metaphor for the end of Republican
leadership, the end of the commando system as a viable entity, brought about by the modernising
state and all it entailed. He said wearily: ‘It was the motor-cars that beat me.’138
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